
In the name of God, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

The Honorable Director of the lIS
Subject: Iraqi -French Relations

The President-Leader Saddam Husayn (may God bless him and protect him) ordered the

improvement of dealing with France, and regarding your margin note dated 20 January 2002,

coordination with M5 and MIO to prepare ideas and recommendations which will lead to

executing the order of the President (may God bless him and protect him) these

recommendations which have been completed are as follows:

1 Iraq will prepare to send official, political, and social delegations to France in exchange

for an invitation to French delegations to visit Iraq.

2.

Organize a round table in Baghdad and Paris with the goal of discussing the methods to

develop and activate the relations between both countries in all fields. On the condition

that a delegation specialized in this matter is sent to participate in this activity, it is

possible to change the Iraqi -French Joint Committee, which Paris refuses to meet with,

because it does not seriously consider it at this time.

The Foreign Minister will visit Paris to discuss matters regarding the relations between3.

the two countries, the Security Council Agenda, and to clear the air with France.

4. Tasking the National Council and Office of Foreign Relations to the Party to approach

the most influential parties in France and the French Parliament (National Assembly and

Senate).

* Translator comments appear in hard brackets.



5 Do not consider granting the economic privilege (oil and trade) to those who are not

effective or do not have any leverage. However, these privileges will be given to French

political and economic individuals close to the center of political decision-making.

6. Increase the staff of the Iraqi Embassy in Paris to match the staff in the French Embassy

in Baghdad because this connection is most important.

Study the possibility to support one of the candidates in the French presidential elections7.
after it becomes clear who is going to win the elections through the offer of oil contracts

on the condition that the winner of the right represents a good position for Iraqi and Arab

issues.

Kindly review. ..upon your decision. ..with regards.

(::::::~:~~~:~:~~~:::::)
Assistant Director, Iraqi Intelligence Service
5 February 2002

[First margin note]
The requirement is how do we begin, what are the movement plans, and who are the influential
French individuals, who through them, it will be possible to improve the relations? As to the
support of the candidates for one time, without reference and grounds, [summary translation:
how do you want us to agree on this?]
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[Tahir Jalil Habbush]

[Second margin note]
For that request, before we meet with the Foreign Minister, we have to make a plan for that and

let me know during the week.

Rajab

[additional names with dates]
Mazin Muhammad
Feb 3 Feb 3

Hasan
Feb4

Ghalib
Feb4

* Translator comments appear in hard brackets.
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In the name of God the most Compassionate, the most Merciful

Presidency of the Republic
Iraqi Intelligence Service

URGENT

To: The Honorable Director of the liS
Subject: iraqi -French Relations

For your inforIllation on the date of 6 February 2002 we have recommended the following:

1- We suggest that the Foreign Minister visit Paris after the French presidential election,

which is going to be held for the second time on the date of 5 May 2002.

2- Below are the most important influential people who, through these people, our relations

with France can improve.

The fonner French President Valery Giscard d'Estaing: he is one if the members ina.

the French Right. It is possible you can approach him through our ambassador in

Paris, because he has a good relationship with him.

b. The French Charles Pasqua: fonner Minister of the Interior and the French

candidate for presidential elections in the current period. It will be possible for

you to approach him through the Foreign Ministry, because he has a good

relationship with Mr. Tariq' Aziz. For your infonnation he is one of the French

right.

(1 of3)
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In the name of God the most Compassionate, the most Merciful

Presidency of the Republic
Iraqi Intelligence Service

c. Jean-Pierre Chevenernent: fonner French Minister of Interior and Defense, he

currently heads the (French Citizens' Movement), and he is also one of the French

candidates for the presidential elections. It will be possible for you to approach

him through the French believer [a named lIS source and the company the source

owns], whose good position towards Iraq is known.

d. Jacques Delors: fonner French minister (Socialist), fonner leader of the European

Commission, and a member of the Socialist Party. It will be possible to approach

him through the Tunisian-French citizen, Tawfiq Al-MathluthY (the President of

the French International Citizen's Party).

e. Lebanese-French citizen Joseph Tu'imah (the official for the Middle East in the

Office of Foreign Relations to the French Socialist party): he is cooperative with

the liS, and it will be possible to use him to approach the Socialist Party and

exchange visits of the party's delegations between the two countries.

f.

The French Pierre Joxe: former Minister of Defense, socialist, and it will be

possible to approach him through the cooperative Moroccan-French citizen,

Muhammad AI-Bashari.

(2 of 3)
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In the name of God the most Compassionate, the most Merciful

Presidency of the Republic
Iraqi Intelligence Service

g. The French Bernard Ernie: French Presidential Advisor for period from (1995-

1998), the official in charge of the Iraq file, and currently French Ambassador to

Jordan. He is very close to Chirac, and he is enthusiastic to return the relationship

with Iraq to its previous state. It is possible to approach him through the

cooperative [named lIS source].

h.

The French Nicola Lang [phonetic]: French Presidential Advisor and considered

the secret mediator between the French Government and the countries of the

Middle East and all Arab countries. It will be possible to approach him through

the Foreign Ministry and using the good relationship with Mr. Tariq' Aziz.

1. Ahmad Bin-Bila and the young Muhammad AI-Basri: they have influence within

the French politics and parliament. It is possible to use their relationships through

the Foreign Ministry and the Office of Foreign Relations.

a. The French Parliamentarians Serge Mathieu, (member of the House Senate), and

Roselyne Bachelot, (member of the National Assembly): we can approach them

and exploit them through the Foreign Ministry, the Office of Foreign Relations,

and the National Assembly.

Kindly review...as you wish... with regards.

Assistant Director, Iraqi Intelligence Service
February 2002

[names of Mazin and Muhammad appear in the margin dated 9 February]

* Translator comments appear in hard brackets.
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In the name of God, the Most Compassionate, Most Merciful

~
The Honorable Assistant Director to Operations, Iraqi Intelligence Service

Subject: Movement

Below are the names of individuals and businessmen, who through them, we will be able to

approach the French President Jacques Chirac (the candidate for the French General Presidential

elections, 2002) and the Russian President, Vladimir Putin:

1. FRANCE:

a. The French Nicola Lan~ rllhoneticl: Secret middleman for France with the Middle East; he has

direct relations with the French President Jacques Chirac, which was previously mentioned that

he played an important role in the re-opening of the French Interests Section in Baghdad.

b. The French Patrick Maugein: Businessman and owner of oil company and has direct relations

with President Chirac; previously he has visit the country several times, at the invitation from the

office of Mr. Tariq' Aziz, who he has a friendship with the Deputy Prime Minister.

c. The French Shovaliah fTJhoneticl: President of the French Total Oil Company; he is firmly

connected with President Chirac, who is considered an Honorary President to the aforementioned

company, therefore they meet weekly.

d. The French Roselyne Bachelot: Member of the French National Assembly; she is a friend of

Iraq and has relations tied to the President Jacques Chirac.

e. The Ambassador was charged by the direction of the lIS Director to approach the relation with

the French President through Morocco via the Moroccan Intelligence Services. There will also

be a meeting with the legal scholar Muhammad Al-Basri and Dr. [named lIS source].

* Translator comments appear in hard brackets.
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2. RUSSIA:

a. Our Russian Source Sergei Rudasev: Head of the Iraqi People's Solidarity Committee in St.

Petersburg, therefore his relations are tied with the Ms. Narasova [phonetic], widow of the

fonner mayor of Leningrad, who meets with the Russian President weekly.

b. Our Russian Source Leonti Arkhibov [phonetic]: Advisor in the Russian Presidential Office

through his position of employment.

c. Our Russian Source Boghos Akubov: Head of the Diplomatic Attache of the Russian Foreign

Ministry, through the Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Sultanov, who has good relations with

the President Putin.

d. Mikhail Gutseriyev: Director of the Slavneft Company; therefore previously he was Deputy

Chairman of the Duma Council and he has wide relations with the Presidential Office.

.
.i1'\ " .Kindly review. ..with regards.

--"
,".

.ff'.t..~
[feint signature]
Director General, M4
11 March 2002

c!'
'< I""

[The names of Khudar, dated Mar. 1O, and 'Ali, dated Mar. 11, appear as well.]

* Trans/ator comments appear in hard brackets.
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In the name of God, the most Compassionate, the most Merciful

To: The Honorable Director of Section 1
Subject: IraQi -French Relations

Besides Ml's Notification, the attached letter of the representative in Paris contains the results of
his movement towards and his meeting with the Deputy of French Parliament, Roselyne
Bachelot, the official spokeswoman for Chirac's election campaign, accompanied by the Friend
[named /IS source], which are the following:

1. The French Ms. Bachelot, pointed out the historic relationship between the two countries,
and the subject of Iraq will be first in the priorities and concerns of French politics on the
condition that Mr. Chirac wins.

2. She assured that the French position opposed any American attack on the nation, and
France will use the right of opposition (veto) within the Security Council against any
American decision regarding the attack on Iraq.

3. France will work throughout the upcoming period to lift the sanctions.
4. The representative conveyed to the French Ms. Bachelot that Iraq is prepared to offer

financial support to Chirac, for his election campaign. She replied joyfully that she will
deliver this offer to the financial official of the election campaign, who expressed
gratitude and the appreciation of France to the Iraq's position (but he apologized) because
they do not require the money.

5. Ml submitted the subject to the Honorable IIS director.

Kindly review, and we suggest saving this topic in the relations file... with regards,

~

YJ.;
y.. y/o /~'"

Head of 2nd Department
6 May 2002

{7\

[illegible handwritten margin note]
6 May

* Trans/ator comments appear in hard brackets.





SENAT Republique Franc;aise

Commission des Affaires Etrangeres,
de la Defense et des Forces Armees

CHARLES PASQUA
Ancien Ministre d'Etat
Senateur des Hauts de Seine Paris, Ie 1 er decembre 2004

Mr Gregg RICKMAN
International Relations Committee
House of Representatives
United States Congress
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr Rickman,

I well received your mail dated 24 november 2004.
My name is Charles PASQUA;
I served my country two times as Ministre de l'lnterieur (86/88) and Ministre d'Etat, Ministre
de l'Interieur (93/95), I am a former member of Assemblee Nationale (your House of
Representatives), first time elected in 1968; also former member of the European Parliament.
And since a long time member of the French Senate, as is the case today, member of the
committee of Foreign Affairs and Defence.
I am considered as an anti terrorism expert, and not as an oil expert.
As you know on the Oil-for-Food program and its execution, an independent committee was
created to conduct an inquiry. It is headed by a respectful eminent American citizen, Paul
Volcker, former Chairman of the Board of Governors of the U.S. Federal Reserve.
I think the best conduct is to await its conclusions.

Anyway they will show that I have nothing to do with the oil-for-Food program, in any form
whatsoever.

I would take great pleasure, as my French colleagues of the Committee of Foreign Affairs, in
receiving the members of the U.S. International Relations Committee, during a visit to
Europe.

Sincerely yours.

Charles PASQUA

15, rue de Vaugirard- 75291 PARISCEDEXO6
Tel: OJ 42342837 -Telecovie:O1 42344284



The Honorable Minister of Oil

Subject: The French Di.g;nitary (Charles Pasqua)

-The President-Leader (God Bless Him) approved designating (3) million barrels to the French

dignitary, (Charles Pasqua).

-The French dignitary (Bernard Guillet), on behalf of (Charles Pasqua), visited us this morning
and requested to send the oil contract to the Swiss company (Genmar) for their signature,
because that is the company chosen by them. When we made it clear that it's necessary to
choose a French company, because the designated quantity is to a French dignitary, the response
of Mr. (Bernard Guillet) was that it is not possible for political reasons and that he explained the
situation to Mr. Tariq' Aziz.

-We requested from Mr. (Bernard Guillet) a letter of authorization from Mr. (Charles Pasqua) to
(Genmar) Company to lift the crude oil. He refused and clarified that they can not because of the
fear of political scandal.

Point being, Mr. (Bernard Guillet) requests to send the contract by fax to Baghdad, without the
presence of (Genmar) Company's representative to sign the contract, in the same manner that
both Mr. (Alias AI-Gharzali) and Ms. (Hamida Na'ana) have been choosing the same Swiss
company, (Genmar), to sign the contracts regarding the quantities designated for them.

Kindly review and as you see fit.
With regards.

[margin note]
Executive Director / Saddam Zaban Hasan

State Oil Marketing

* Translator comments appear in hard brackets.

[illegible word]
17 June 1999
Kazim Razuqi








